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We give an 0 (nlogln) [ime algorirnm for finding a minimum independem dominating se[ in a
pennmation graph. TItis improves on ilie previous D(n 3) time algorictun known for solving tllis
problem [4].
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1. Introduction
Let II be a permutation on me set 111 =0,2, ... ,n}. Then the permutation graph G (II) is
the undirecred graph with venex: set V (G )=1,'1 such that venex i is adjacem to vertex j in G(I1) if
and only if i <) and rr'(i»rr-'u). For any undirected graph G. a subset S of the venex set
V(G) is called a dominating set iff for every U E V(G) there exists veS such mat u is adjacent to
v. Set S is independent if no two vertices in S are adjacent In f4] lhe problem of finding a
minimum independent dominating set in a permutation graph (from now on called MIDS) was
studied. In the same paper an 0 (n 3) time algorithm to solve the MIDS was presented. OUf main
resuh is an 0 (nloi'n) time algorithm for !vIIDS.
Given a sequence U;=(llaz'" all of numbers. a subsequence of a. is a sequence
l3=ai,ai,'" ai.. such that i l <i2<... <ik • If. in addition, aj,<ai,<... <aj•• then we say mat ~ is an
,
increasing subsequence of a. An increasing subsequence of 0: is maximal if it is not a proper
increasing subsequence of another increasing subsequence of a.. A maximum increasing subse-
quence is one of maximum length. Note that a maximum increasing subsequence is also maxi-
mal, but that a maximal increasing subsequence may nOt be maximum. For example. in the
sequence 2,1,4,5.3 the increasing subsequence 1,3 is maximal but not maximum (for this example
the length of a maximum increasing subsequence is three, e.g. 2,4,5).
Section 2 of this paper points out mat MIDS can be viewed as the problem of computing a
shorcesc maximal increasing subsequence (from now on called S111S) of a sequence of n
numbers. Section 3 then gives an O(nlog2n) time solution to SMIS. As a consequence, an
o(nlog2n) time algorithm to solve the MIDS problem in permutation graphs is obtained, which
compares favourably with the 0 (n 3) algorithm presented in [4J. It is intcresting to nOtice that the
problem of computing the maximum increasing subsequence of a sequence of numbers has bcen
widely studied (2,3], while the problem of linding the shonest maximal increasing subsequence
has nO[. Moreover, the known o (nlogn) algorilhms for solving the former problem cannD[ be
modified to solve the SMIS problem. So in spite of their apparent similarity, the two problems
·3 .
seem to be quite diffcrem. OUf o(nlog2n) time algorithm for SMIS uses techniques and data
structures that were originally developed to solve problems in Computational Geometry. In the
weighted versions of the MIDS and SMIS problems, a non-negative weight is associated with
every element of In or a.. The problems then become those of finding the minimum weight
independent dominating sec and minimum weight maximal increasing subseqllence, respectively.
The algoriilims we obtain for the unweighted cases can be easily modified to solve the weighted
ones, so we shall no longer concern ourselves with the weigl1ted cases.
2. Minimum Independent Dominating Sets in Permutation Graphs
The main objective of iliis section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 1. Given permutation IT. the problem of finding a MIDS in lhe permutation gmph
G efl) is reducible. in linear time. to the problem of finding a SMIS of a sequence of numbers.
Before proving Theorem 1. we shall obmin some easy properties of permmadon graphs_
Lemma 1. Let!={i lh•... •id be a subset of In; i 1<i:!< ... <it _ Then I forms an independent
set in G (11) if and only if rr-l(i \)<rr-lUi)< ... <rr-lUt).
Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of G (IT). 0
Lemma 2. Let I ={i l,i 2, ... ,it} be an independent set in G CII), with it<i2< ... <it. Then [ is a
dominating set in Gem if and only if the sequence l3=fl-1U\)rr-1Ui)· .. IT-lUt) forms a maxi-
mal increasing subsequence of a=IT-l (l)n-I (2) ... a-lCn).
Proof. Firsl observe that Lemma 1 implies thar sequence ~ is increasing, so that it suffices to
prove mal I is dominating iff ~ is maximal.
For the "if' part of me proof, suppose that J3 forms a maximal increasing subsequence of a. To
prove that [ forms a dominating set in G CII). note mat otherwise there is a vertex j eI such that
[UU} is also an independent set. Therefore (by Lemma 1) we can insert IT-Iu) in J3 obtaining a
new increasing subsequence of a which properly contains p. contradicting the maximality of p.
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For the "only if' part of the proof, assume that I is dominating in G (II). If Pis not maximal.
then !:here exists a j e/ll-l such that insenion of IT-I(j) in presults in a ~ which is an increasing
subsequence of a. e.g. a=rr-'Ci ,) ... rr-1(i/-l)II-1U)fl-'(i/) ... rr-l(i.~,Jwhere ~ is increasing and
i I< ... <il_ L<j <if < ... <ik • By Lemma I, t.hls implies that I uU} is independent, which con-
tradicts the fact that I is dominating in Gem. 0
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 2 every independent dominating set in G (IT) generates a maxi-
mal increasing subsequence of rr- I(l)rr-1C2)··· IT-len). and vice-versa. Then finding a
minimum independent dominating set in G (II) is equivalent [Q finding a minimwn maximal
increasing subsequence in rr-ICI)rr-'C2) ... IT-len). 0
3. Finding Shortest Maximal Increasing Subsequences
This section gives an 0 (n log2n ) time algorirhm. for SivilS. Before giving the algorithm, we
need some preliminaries.
Let P be a sec of points in the plane. We use X (P) and Y(p) to denote me x and (respec-
tively) y coordinates of a point p. Point Pi is said to dominate Pj iff X(pj»X(Pj) and
Y(pj »Y(Pj). We use DOM(pj) to denote the subset of points in P that are dominated by point
Pi; i.e. DOM (Pi) contains the points of P that are below and to the left of Pi. A paul[ of P is a
maximwn iff no other point of P dominates it. From now on we use MAX (P) to denote the set of
maxima ofP.
Our algoritlun makes use of the following elegant result of Overmars and VanLeeuwen:
Tnere exists a data sLructure for dynamically maintaining the maxima of a set of points in the
plane, such that insenions and deletions take time 0 Ooin) per operation. Such an augmented
cree Structure (as it is called in [5]) lakes 0 (n) storage space. and can initially be created in lime
O(nlogn). At any time. the maxima are available at the root, in a concatenable queue "attached"
to the root An augmentcd tree structure can also suppon SPLIT and CONCATENATE opera-
tions in time 0 (log2n ) per operation (even though this is not mentioned explicitly in reference
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[5]. it easily follows from it). In other words. if the POinlS are stored in the augmented tree struc-
ture according to (say) their y -coordinate, then a SPUT operation about any horizontal line Y=)'o
can be implemented in time 0 (loin). Such a SPilT operation results in [wo augmented tree
structures: One for the points above the horizontal line, and one for fuase below it. A CON-
CATENATE operation also takes 0 (log2n) time and has me reverse effect of a SPLIT. In the
contex.t of dUs paper, every point will have a label associated with it. and we will need to main-
min the smallest-labeled maximum at the root of the augmented tree strucrure (more precisely, at
the roOt of the concatenable queue attached to the rom). It is not hard [Q show that this can be
done without losing the 0 (log2n ) time-per-operation perfonnance (Utis is done using standard
data structure techniques, such as lhose described in reference [1]).
We now have all the ingredients which we use in our algorithm.
3.1. The algorithm
Let a I ... an be the input sequence. Let ~i be a shonest maximal increasing subsequence of
a 1 ... ai which ends with ai. Let label (i) be the length of ~i. If label (i» 1, let predecessor (i)
be the index of the predecessor of aj in ~i' i.e. ~i ends with apruif:ce.ssor(i)ai. If label (i )=1 then
predecessor(i)=0.
Algorithm ~nNMA...",{
Input: Sequence a, ... an
Output: A minimum-length maximal increasing subsequence of a 1 ... an
Method: The algoritlun sets label(1):=1 and predecessor(I):=0. Next, the algoritlun creates
points Pl' .. Pn in the plane, where Pi=(i ,ai), l~i ~1I. Then the algoritlun sweeps a venicalline
L from left to right, maintaining the maxima of the set of points to the left of L in an augmented
tree structure T. When the left-ro-right sweeping line L cncoumers a point Pi, the following
steps 1-3 are raken:
1) The algorithm splirs T about lhe horizontal line Y=Y(Pi), obtaining twO augmented tree
srcucrurcs T up and TJo..,n' Note that T,ioltlll contains the SCt MAX(DOM(pj)) in a
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conca[cnable queue attached to its root, md me smallest-labeled point of MAX (DOM (Pi»
is attached [0 the root of lhis concatenable queue.
2) IfMAX(DOM(Pi» is empty then the algorilhm sets label(i):=l and predecessor(i):=0.
Otherwise it SC[S predecessor (i) equal to the index: j of the smallest-labeled point Pj of
MAX (DOM(P,», then it sets label (i):=label U}+-1.
3) Rebuild T by concatenating T up and T dow", then insenpi in T.
After the line L sweeps past Pil (the rightmost of Ihe Pi'S), me algorithm chooses a
smallest-labeled point in MAX(fp 1, ... 'PI1 }), let Pk be lhis point. The algoritlun then sets !3:=ak
and then, so long as predecessor(k);!:.0. it does !3:=apr~eCmQr(k)!3 followed by
k:=predecessor(k). When predecessor (k)=0 the algorithm outputs 13.
End of Algorithm i\tllNMAX
That label(i) Ill1dpredecessor(i) are computed correcdy by me algorithm follows from the
definitions of these two functions. That the pproduced by the algorithm is the desired subse-
quence follows from the definitions of !:he label and predecessor functions and the observation
that any maximal increasing subsequence must end with an ak such !:hatpkEMAXefp I.· .. ,Pn }).
That the algorithm runs in Oenlogln) time is an immediate consequence of the fact that
each of !:he operations INSERT. SPUT. CONCATENATE takes OO-og2n ) time in an augmented
tree strucrure, and that the smallest-labeled maximum is readily available at the root
This completes the proof of the following:
Theorem 2. Given a sequence of integers a I ... an' it is possible to find a shonest maximal
increasing subsequence in [(me 0 en log2n ) and space 0 en).
Using theorems I and 2. we have:
Theorem 3. Finding a minimum independent dominating set in a pennutation graph can be done
in 0 en log1n ) time and 0 en) space.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper we gave a 0 (nlo~n) time algorirhm to find a shortest maximal increasing
subsequence of a sequence of n numbers. Using this algorirhm, we can find a minimum indepen-
dent dominating set of a pennutation graph in 0 (n logln) time, an improvement over the previ-
ously known 0 (n 3) time algoritlun. These results can be easily extended to the weighted cases.
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